This paper discusses a bidirectional isolated DC/DC converter using the series compensation method. The proposed converter consists of a high efficiency resonance full-bridge converter and a series converter. This proposed circuit regulates the output voltage by the series converter, which provides only the differential voltage between the input voltage and the output voltage, which is close to the nominal voltage.
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(a) Primary compensation.
(b) Secondary compensation. ちらに接続しても直列補償できる。図 3(a)は補助回路を 1
は(5)，(6)式で表される。 Step down chopper + Full-bridge.
Step down chopper + Full-bridge. Full-bridge. Full-bridge. Step down chopper + Full-bridge.
Step down chopper + Full-bridge. Full-bridge. Full-bridge. (c)
Step down mode (V 1 = 60V). 
